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George White has been awarded Life
Membership of Athletics SA.

At the ASA AGM, held on

16 November 2020, George was
announced as the recipient of Life
Membership in recognition of his
outstanding service to Masters
athletics in South Australia, both as
an administrator and as a competitor
over a period exceeding 20 years.
"As an athlete George has been a
shining light to masters athletes in South
Australia by virtue of his dedication and
persistence in his race walking career,
sometimes in the face of adversity. As an
administrator, George’s contribution to
the organisation of masters athletics in
South Australia, at a club and State level
has been exemplary. He has dedicated
his life to athletics since his retirement
from paid work, being involved at all
levels of administration from officiating at
SAMA competitions, to serving in multiple
roles on committees and boards of many
Masters athletics organisations, to
running major athletics meets and
advocating Masters athletics whenever
the opportunity arises. All these
achievements have contributed to the
advancement of athletics in South
Australia” Tribute given to George at the
ASA AGM

George is truly worthy of the
recognition afforded by appointment
as a Life Member of Athletics SA.

Coming Events


SAMA Summer Competition 2020 (see weekly program on p. 14 )



AMA Track & Field Championships Canberra , March 5 — 8 , 2021



Oceania Masters Athletics Virtual Championships 2021 January 1—31, 2021
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Congratulations to Minnie Robertson on her 102nd
birthday on 14 November. The pictures (left and
above) were taken at SA Stadium on 11 November.
Minnie wishes to thank members for the cards,
flowers and cake.
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A NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Lisa Attenborough

What an amazing few months we have had. October saw us back to

‘normal’ competition with some minor extra requirements due to COVID,
then in November we were in lockdown and community sport was cancelled for two weeks. Hopefully, December sees us return to our ‘normal’
competition structure.
As you would have seen in the competition updates emailed to all
members, we rescheduled the Bob Clarke Memorial Challenge Final event
and made some changes to the January program to accommodate the
Oceania Virtual Championships. Check out the new summer program by
clicking HERE.
I am very pleased that George White has been awarded Life Member status with Athletics SA for
his service to the sport of Athletics in South Australia. George was presented with his Life Member
pin at the recent Athletics SA AGM. (See cover page)
Other exciting news for the club is that we were successful in our grant application in the Active Club
Program - ‘Club Reboot’. We will receive $2,670 for program and equipment funding. We have
already purchased a PA system, discus, hammer, javelins and tape measures with a wind gauge and
distance markers on order.
I would like to thank Stephanie Noon and David Bates as well as the committee members on the
development over the last six months of our new website which is shortly to go live. Don’t worry if
you have the SA Masters website bookmarked. The domain name is not changing, just what you see
when you go to our domain name – samastersathletics.org.au
Remember our last event of 2020 is the Christmas Special to be held at Adelaide Harriers Clubrooms
on Wednesday 16th from 5.50pm. It is a fun, relaxed evening with some interesting competitions.
Bring your supper and stay for a chat after the competition.
For those that will be in Adelaide for the Christmas – New Year break, why not come down to the Bay
Sheffield Carnival at Glenelg Oval on December 27th and 28th to witness our members participating in
the SAMA Scout Outdoor Centre 800m and other events. (Date of our event to be confirmed).
Check out the Special Events page on our website for confirmed event details.
A big thank you goes to all our volunteers that work tirelessly to magically make our competitions
happen. Next time you are at the track, remember to thank the volunteers, because without them
competition would not happen.

Enjoy your break over the Christmas – New Year period and we will see everyone back at the track
on Wednesday, 13th January.
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SAMA NEWS
Help Needed
Are you injured or no longer competing but would
If you have any queries about the whole process
still like to be involved? Why not help out at
please contact George White (email:
competition. Any assistance is greatly
appreciated even if it is for only one event or one gwhite@adam.com.au ).
night.
The Summer Program has been revised to take
It might be as simple as:
into account the above changes in our
competition. You can view the latest Summer
•
recording distances at a field event
program (v5) on pages 14 & 15, and by down•
lap scoring a distance event
loading it from the Programs page on our website.
•
making announcements
•

entering results into the computer system

•

starting or timing a race

•

helping return equipment to the container at
the end of competition.

S0CIAL NEWS

If you would like to help or have a family member 2021 Weekend Away
who might like to help, please contact Lisa
Attenborough (0404 120 813) or just come out to We have booked the Paxton Cottages in Burra for
Friday 15th October to Sunday 17th October.
competition on a Wednesday night.
One and two bedroom cottages are available, all
of which are spacious and have been recently
2020/21 Summer Program
renovated.
There is a newly landscaped area behind the
cottages for parking at each cottage, and an
entertaining area with bbq’s and shelters. Burra is
With COVID-19 causing the postponement of the a very historical area with lots to see.
Norfolk Island Championships, OMA is staging a
While prices applicable to 2021 bookings are yet
Virtual Championships for all member nations
(Australia, New Zealand and many of the Pacific to be confirmed please let me know if you are
interested. More news will be available in the new
Islands).
year.
It will be free to enter and requires nothing on
COVID willing, I am going to book another dinner
SAMA members part – you will be automatically
on Friday 29th January 2021. I haven't as yet
entered if you compete in our competition on all
selected a venue, so please check the website for
or any of the three nights in January 2021.
any updated news or see me at the track on
To make the process a little simpler – all events
Wednesday nights. It would be lovely to see
in the OMA Championship Program (which is the some new members. We meet at 7pm at the
same as that planned for Norfolk Island) will be
hotel, and enjoy dinner and drinks with members
staged as scratch events. On those nights
and family. Everyone is welcome.
originally designated as handicap nights, all nonI hope you all have a wonderful Christmas and
Championship events will still be held as
are able to share it with your families. I love this
handicap events.
time of the year and the joy and delight it brings
Some events have changed nights from our
to everyone, especially young children. Keep well
original summer program to enable both men’s
and keep fit in between those lovely meals and
and women’s Track & Field Pentathlons to be
drinks!
included in the Virtual Championships.
Helen Suridge
Oceania Masters Athletics (OMA) Virtual
Championships
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THE RACE THAT EATS ITS YOUNG
by George White

The title of this article is that of a 2015 documentary. Last year in his article, Peter Sandery
asked “Which is the hardest race”. In the race that the documentary highlights I think I may
have found a contender! It is the Barkley Marathons, held late March/early April in the Frozen
Head State Park in Tennessee.
If you are not quite up to the full run you could do the 60 mile (97km) “fun run”. But if you are
serious you need to do the full course 100 mile (160km) run.

First run in 1986 it was the inspiration of Gary “Lazarus Lake” (Laz) Cantrell, after hearing of the
escape of James Earl Ray who assassinated Martin Luther King. In 1977 Ray escaped from the
Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary covering some 8 miles in 55 hours in the Frozen Head
Park. Laz reasoned he could have done at least 100 miles and so the race was born with Laz
naming it after long-time neighbour and running mate Barry Barkley.
It is not an easy race to join with no details advertised publicly, there is no official race website
and it is limited to 40 runners but it has acquired cult status. If you want to enter, you have to
acquire a little-known email address, work out when entries will be accepted and then you are
required to submit an essay on “Why I should be allowed to run in the Barkley” and amongst
other things pay a $1.60 entry fee. Entries are normally oversubscribed within 5 minutes of
opening. Acceptance into the race is acknowledged by a “letter of condolence” which warns
would-be entrants to prepare for "failure and humiliation", to expect an "extended period of
unspeakable suffering" and to hope you "escape without incurring permanent physical damage
and psychological scarring". Are
That psychological scarring, it warns, "will
torment you for the remainder of your life". If you
are a first time runner (known as a virgin)
another part of the entrance fee is a license plate
from your state or country. Entrants who have
competed before but not finished complete their
registration fee with things like a white shirt,
socks, or a flannel shirt (based on the current
needs of Laz at the time). Those that have
finished the race before must bring a pack of
Camel cigarettes. Only after they have
completed the entry forms are runners given the
date of the race.

While it is a race, it is more of an orienteering exercise. The course is completely unmarked
with about 50% of it off trails and competitors must use a map and compass to find control
points on each lap (pacers or GPS are not allowed – instead participants are handed $11
Walmart watches). Competitors must find between 9 and 14 books along the course (the
number varies each year) at the control points and tear out the page corresponding to the
runner's race number from each book as proof of completion. Competitors get a new race
number, and thus a new page requirement, at the start of each lap. If you get race number 1 –
please don’t celebrate – it is given to the runner deemed to be the least likely to complete even
one lap of the race.
>
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THE RACE THAT EATS ITS YOUNG
by George White
To say the course is brutal is an understatement! It has punishing climbs and wicked descents and much
of the course is through thick brush including vicious saw briars. Some of the names given to landmarks
on the course include Testicle Spectacle, Rat Jaw, Son of a Bitch Ditch and Big Hell. During any run the
weather can change from blistering hot to freezing, with fog, heavy rain or snow. The course currently
consists of a 20-mile (32 km) unmarked loop with no aid stations except water at two points along the
route. The loop begins and ends where the runners' and supporters' cars are parked at a yellow gate
(which competitors must touch as they start and finish a loop). Runners of the 100-mile version run this
loop five times. Complete one lap in under 12 hours, and you're allowed to head out on your second lap,
and then your third, fourth and fifth, if you're still within the time limits and willing to continue. Maximum
time is 60 hours.

The distances are nominal. The 20 mile loop only covers the horizontal distance; the actual length of the
loop varies due to changes in the elevation. Elevation change during the race is equivalent to climbing up
and down Mt Everest – twice. Some say the loop is as long as 26 miles giving 130 miles for the whole
race.
Competitors run clockwise for the first 2 laps
and counter clockwise for the next two,
followed by each runner alternating direction
on loop five, after the first-placed runner's
choice. Depending on the start time of the first
loop, either the second and fourth loops or the
first, third, and fifth loops are run at night. The
race starts any time from midnight to noon at
the whim of Laz, with one hour till race start
signalled by his blowing of a conch. The race
officially begins when he lights a cigarette.
Picture (left) Laz Cantrell “fires” the starting gun

Who wins the Barkley? Well most years the Barkley does. Since its inception over 56% of the races had
no finishers and in fact over 33 years, the race with over a 1000 entrants, has only been completed 18
times by 15 different runners. In 2006, nobody even finished the 60-mile "fun run" in under its 40 hour cut
-off. More than 30 competitors have failed to reach the first book – only two miles out. The course record
is held by Brett Maune at 57:13:33 and in 2016 Jared Campbell won the race for the third time. Gary
Robbins has tried 3 times coming close in 2017 when he went wrong on the last lap clipping a couple of
miles off the course and finishing in 60:00:06. He was to try again this year but COVID_19 cancelled the
race. No woman has yet to finish. When a runner drops out of the race, Laz plays “Taps” (badly) upon
their return.
It begs the question... why do it? – when the only prize is that after 100 miles, you get to stop! Laz has
established the bronze “Barkley 100” belt buckle to be awarded to the first runner who finishes the race
under 24 hours – I think he will hang on to it for a long time.
The last word from Laz: “For some people, to finish the fun run is the accomplishment of a
lifetime. And for some of them to finish one loop is the achievement of a lifetime. And for some
people, just to get back to camp alive is all they want in the world. “
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REGISTRAR NOTES
SAMA Membership
The SAMA membership year now coincides with
that of Athletics SA (1 October - 30 September),
and registrations from now onwards will provide
membership for that period.
All SAMA members who were already financial for
the 2020-21 year that commenced on 1 April 2020
have had their membership extended to
30 September 2021.

In particular we need to
know if anyone suffers from
any medical condition that
could result in
unconsciousness (e.g.
diabetes), and whether
members are on any
medication or have allergies
that medical staff should be
aware of in the event that
they became unconscious.

We are in the process of ensuring that all medical
SAMA membership renewal is now overdue for information that we hold for SAMA members is
all lapsed members, who should renew as soon as current. If you wish to advise of any changes to
possible for the current SAMA membership year.
your medical information, please contact David
Bates (Registrar) without delay:
Anyone who is still unfinancial by the end of
January 2021 will be removed from our email
distribution list and will no longer receive
notification of newsletters.

Mob 0413 023 075 or email:
registrar@samastersathletics.org.au

Membership renewals, together with payment of
fees, are now done using the Athletics SA on-line
registration system. A manual membership form
can still be downloaded.

Competing with Athletics SA
in 2020-21

See the Membership Registration page on the
SAMA Website** for full details.

Recommending New Members Incentive
A reminder that we have introduced an incentive to
encourage SAMA members to actively promote the
club by recommending others to join. An existing
financial member who provides a referral that
results in a new member^ registering will benefit
from the following incentive:

ASA Membership Options
If you are planning to participate in the Athletics SA
(ASA) competitions the 2020-21 summer season,
then you need to decide which level of membership
with ASA you would like to take out. All membership options and prices remain the same as
2019-20.

All SAMA members who are financial for the
2020-21 membership year also have Basic
membership of Athletics SA for 2020-21, which is
Their next SAMA membership renewal will be
included in your SAMA registration fee. For an
discounted by $5 for every new member^ referred
extra annual fee, individuals may choose to
during the preceding membership year.
upgrade to a Traditional or Platinum membership to
reduce the cost per day/event when competing in
^ A new member is defined as someone who has not
been a competing member of SAMA for the past 5 years. ASA competitions.
To be eligible for the Recommending New Members
Incentive, the name of the referring member must be
specified during registration of the new member.

Updating of Medical Information

See the Membership Registration page on the
SAMA Website** for further information about
competing in ASA competition and the upgrade
options.

It is important for SAMA to be aware of any medical **SAMA Website:
conditions that could impact on the well-being of our www.samastersathletics.org.au/
members whilst participating in SAMA competitions.

David Bates
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RUNNING SHOE COMPETITION
by Peter Sandery

B

ack in February, I wrote a SAMA newsletter article on the Nike Vaporfly running shoes, the
shoes that featured a carbon fibre plate encased in very efficient energy return cushioning material.
At that time I wrote: “Nike has created a paradigm shift in endurance road race shoes and other
running shoe manufacturers will have to deal with the new situation, which for them includes Nike’s
patents.” While the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly reduced the number of running
competitions since then, the competition between running shoe manufacturers to produce running
shoes that fit the new paradigm has certainly increased.
Running shoe manufacturers are looking to include more responsive cushioning and a carbon plate
while at the same time keeping the overall shoe weight as low as possible within a package that
gives them a point of difference in the market. They also have to comply with World Athletics rules
for shoes used in WA sanctioned events.
World Athletics initially released a statement that places limits on shoes used in WA competitions
•

The sole must be no thicker than 40mm.

•

The shoe must not contain more than one rigid embedded plate or blade (of any material) that
runs either the full length or only part of the length of the shoe. The plate may be in more than
one part but those parts must be located sequentially in one plane (not stacked or in parallel)
and must not overlap.

•

For a shoe with spikes, an additional plate (to the plate mentioned above) or other mechanism
is permitted, but only for the purpose of attaching the spikes to the sole, and the sole must be
no thicker than 30mm.”

The above targeted shoe technology used for road running distance events. An amended
rule, which puts a maximum sole height limit of 20mm for track events (including hurdles) up to, but
not including 800m; 25mm on all shoes worn in track events of 800m and above (including Steeplechase and cross country) came into force on 28 July 2020. “The rule does not prevent a road
running shoe from being worn on the track but a 30mm or 40mm road running shoe cannot be worn
for track events because of the 25mm limit. World Athletics amends rules governing shoe technology and Olympic qualification system | World Athletics
Given an increasing range of shoes used for competitive running, and the changes in the names
companies give to their products, it will be interesting to see how these rules will be enforced. For
now, World Athletics has stated “The purpose of these amendments is to maintain the current
technology status quo until the Olympic Games in Tokyo across all events until a newly formed
Working Group on Athletic Shoes, which includes representatives from shoe manufacturers and the
World Federation of the Sporting Goods Industry (WFSGI), have had the opportunity to set
the parameters for achieving the right balance between innovation, competitive advantage and universality and availability.” I would add to that the practicality of administering the enforcement of the
rules that are formulated.
In February, I suggested that the new type of shoe might only be taken up by elite runners, but it
seems that the target market has widened. “For two years, Nike’s carbon plates were at the centre
of a vigorous debate about fairness and technology in sport, largely because no one else had them.
But the competition has arrived: nearly every major running shoe company will have a carbon-plate
shoe on the market in 2020. And thanks to the near-deafening chorus of praise from early adopters
– not just how fast the new breed of shoes are, but how great your legs feel even after a long
run – they’re no longer aimed only at would-be Olympic marathoners. Shoe companies are betting
big that this will be the year we all sign up for the carbon revolution.” 1
The marketing of many of these high technology running shoes seems to be based on releasing a
limited number for sale at a time with scarcity maintaining demand and an acceptance of higher
cost. Given the eyewatering cost of some of the carbon plated shoes, some companies offer two or
three lower specification, lower cost models with combinations of different, less energy efficient
cushioning; plastic rather than carbon fibre plate; heavier shoe; etc. Prices over $300 for a pair of
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RUNNING SHOE COMPETITION
by Peter Sandery
race day only, road racing shoes which are very likely to have lower durability may lead some
(possibly most) runners to question whether the cost is worth any improvement in performance. On
the other hand, more companies offering these high tech shoes could lead to downward cost
pressure.
In the Hutchinson quote above there is the suggestion that the rigid carbon fibre plate and the
responsive foam cushioning can result in runners feeling better after a long run. This comes from
reducing eccentric loading - each time your foot hits the pavement there is a braking force that causes
a small amount of damage to muscles. Reducing that damage can contribute to a reduction in
perception of fatigue. We may see this factor being incorporated in marketing, particularly if it is
supported by sports science research, as was the case with the Nike 4% claim. There is a small body
of research that runners using Nike Vaporfly shoes had lower levels of blood markers associated with
muscle damage. Runners who are not focused on running PB’s may be more likely to pay the cost of
high tech shoes if there is a solid body of evidence supporting a claim that they facilitate a reduction in
eccentric muscle loading related soreness (although the marketing gurus will probably come up with a
catchy name for that).
Below are examples of 6 different brands of carbon plated running shoes. These shoes certainly don’t
look like the rubber soled tennis shoes I used when I started running 40 years ago. Different colours,
some differences in shape, and different, but largely similar costs. This is more an illustrative than
exhaustive list as new models are regularly being developed. It isn’t difficult to see a common factor.
What isn’t in plain sight are the materials used and how each shoe is constructed. At the end of last
year there wasn’t a list, only one shoe. What will such a list look like in 12 month’s time?
1. Hutchinson, Alex, The carbon shoe revolution, How the new carbon-plated shoes are changing the running game,
Canadian Running, June I, 2020
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NEW CLUB RECORDS
Mary Abrey

Christopher Minchin

Kim Mottrom

Margaret McIntosh
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WE ENCOURAGE ALL MEMBERS TO ENTER OUR SUMMER
CHAMPIONSHIPS
***This is your chance to compete in your 5 year age group***

State Masters Athletics Championships – Summer 2020/21
Competition Numbers
These are your official SAMA numbers that have been allocated to you. They must be worn for these
Championships. If you do not have SAMA numbers they will be issued when checking in on arrival.
Entry fees
No charge for the Hurdles, T&F Pentathlons or Steeplechase – just the normal stadium entry fee.
Throws Pentathlon and10km Track Walk – $5 entry fee by cash or cheque - on the day.
Please nominate for these events as required. Sheets will be available at the check-in desks. It is compulsory for
the Hurdles, T&F Pentathlon and Steeplechase, and will greatly assist in the management of the other events.
Main T&F (17th & 24th March) - $10 per day payable by cash or cheque on the day (includes entry to the Stadium).
Wednesday 9th December
Long Hurdles. 5.40pm start. Please nominate at least one week before!
Hurdles are NOT available for W60+ and Men 70+. Organising the hurdles is a time consuming process! If you do
enter then your help will be required in setting up and putting away the equipment. Also if you have entered the hurdles
and then decide later that you will not be competing, please let the organisers know to avoid possible unnecessary
work.
Wednesday 13th January
Men’s and Women’s steeplechase. 5.15pm start. Please nominate at least one week before!
Wednesday 20th January
Women’s T&F Pentathlon – run in conjunction with normal competition. Approximate times only. Please nominate at
least one week before!
5.15pm
Sign-in

5.30pm
100m

5.35pm
Shot

6.00pm
LJ

6.30pm
Jav

7.00pm
800m

Wednesday 27th January
Men’s T&F Pentathlon – run in conjunction with normal competition. Approximate times only. Please nominate at
least one week before!
5.15pm
Sign-in

5.30pm
LJ

6.00pm
Jav

6.25pm
200m

6.30pm
Discus

7.00pm
1500m

Sunday 14th February
10km Track Walk – 8.00am check in, 8.30am start
Throws Pentathlon – 8.00am check in, 8.30am start
Wednesday 17th March
Main Track and Field.

Wednesday 24th March

It is not necessary to enter before the day. Entries will be received at the check-in desk when you arrive. Carefully
check the timetable before selecting your events. The program will not be held up if your events overlap.
5.50
5.50
6.05
6.20
6.40
6.50
6.55
7.05
7.20
7.30

1500m Walk
Hammer
60m
800m
200m
Javelin
3000m Walk
High Jump
Triple Jump
5000m

5.50
5.50
6.00
6.15
6.30
6.35
6.45
7.20
7.35
7.35

800m Walk
Weight Throw
100m
1500m
Long Jump
5000m Walk
Discus
400m
Shot
3000m

Please note.
Competitors must
enter at least 30
minutes prior to the
scheduled start time
(20 mins for the
5.50pm start!)

Walkers
Race Walking and Club Walking will be in the same race - type of walking nominated on race entry.
Jumpers & Throwers
No competitor will be allowed to enter the competition after the commencement of the fourth round.
Competitors who need to leave during an event may compete out of turn for that round. On return athletes may only
continue at the round in progress (but may do so in that round even if their normal position in the round has passed).
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Weekend Away Quiz
The SAMA weekend away planned for October
was one of many events that did not go ahead
in this topsy turvy year. The cancellation was
regrettable as many members look forward to the
weekend. Always a highlight is the Friday night
quiz hosted by George White.
Knowing some members are desperately hanging
out for the quiz questions George has given us a
taste in this edition of the newsletter.
1. Why wouldn’t you tell the police if someone
stole your gate?
2. What do you call a belt made of $100
notes?

Merry Christmas and happy New Year to all
3. How many rotten eggs does it take to make a readers of SA Masters News.
stink bomb?
4. Where is there an astronomical telescope
that points towards the Ground?
5. Why are humble lions thought to be
cannibals?
6. What happens when you cross a motorway
with a tortoise?

7.

What do you call a Filipino contortionist?

Wise Words to Start the New Year

An optimist stays up until midnight to see the New
Year in. A pessimist stays up to make sure the old
year leaves.
How to Tell That You have Entered a New Year:
You buy a computer and a week later it is out of
date and now sells for half the price you paid.

Answers on page 19

Pictures from SA Stadium

Wayne Scarman
SA Masters News
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CLUB UNIFORMS
The authorised SAMA uniform for all athletes consists of either the Club Singlet, Crop Top or T-Shirt
ideally paired with navy blue shorts (not a requirement).
If you are planning to compete in Athletics SA events you need to have a SAMA uniform.
Uniforms can be purchased directly from our supplier – Sports Centre by using the on-line link available
here. We also have some stock from the previous supplier available at heavily
discounted prices.
Please contact David Wilczek, Uniform Officer if you are interested.
It is recommended that on-line orders to Sports Centre for uniform items are made at least 2 weeks prior
to uniform items being required. Check out the uniform page on our website for information on
purchasing from Sports Centre.
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Bob Clarke Memorial Challenge 2020 Results
The Final - 500 metres (Handicap) of the Bob Clarke Memorial Challenge was held on 9
December 2020.
Congratulations to the first three placegetters, who each received a gift voucher as a prize
generously donated by Viddy Jermacans:
1st Vicky Caputo; 2nd Graham Henderson; 3rd Peter Crump.
To
Place
Age
Handicap Add
Run
Time
1
Vicky Caputo
55
445
1.11.71
40 (41)
nil
2
Graham Henderson
102
10
388
1.14.45
70 (71)
3
Peter Crump
69
431
1.14.62
60 (60)
nil
4
Paul Lainio
40
10
450
1.16.01
50 (53)
5
Sabine Orchard-Simonides 50 (53)
82
30
388
1.17.20
6
Ross Hill-Brown
85
140
275
1.17.91
65 (65)
7
Hayden Harrell
69
10
421
1.19.83
60 (61)
8
Ross Lowe
146
54
300
1.26.50
70 (72)
9
Dean Mortimer
69
30
401
1.30.33
60 (64)
Vicky's winning time of 1.11.71 was an improvement of 2.41 sec. on her 1.14.12 in running
4th in last year’s final over the same distance of 445m.
Of the other two runners from last year's final, Paul Lainio improved his time by 1.81 sec.
(running 10m less) and Sabine improved her time by 3.46 sec. (running 5 metres less than
last year).
Improvements with age !
Great runs in the final by the 2nd and 3rd place getters who 'gave it everything' in the final
surge to the line. Almost a dead heat.

Vicky Caputo, Graham Henderson and Peter Crump
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COMING EVENTS

With the postponement of the Oceania Masters
Athletics champs to January 2022, and the closing
of countries borders throughout the region,
Masters athletics in the region have very limited
opportunities for regional competition.
For this reason, the OMA Council has decided
that we should promote a virtual championship.
There is no cost to enter!

Canberra, ACT 5-8 Mar 2021
Further information (including preliminary
program) is available on the website.
Pending further advice, registrations will open
on 4 January 2021 and close at 11.59pm on 14
Feb 2021

( It has been agreed that a final decision on
whether to hold the championships in March
2021 will be made at a combined meeting
scheduled for 16 December 2020)

See the Competition Details (PDF) and
the OMA Website for further information.

Considerations will include the status of COVID19 restrictions and the financial viability of conducting the championships with reduced numbers due to state borders still closed or with
conditional travel. Matters under consideration
include a bare-bones championships with no
medals at event (posted afterwards), modified
program with less events, no printed athletes
handbook and no social events.

AMA Multi Events Championships 2021

Bendigo, VIC, 6-7 February 2021
Further information will be available on
the Athletics Bendigo website.
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SAMA Birthday List
December and January

SAMA Contacts

CLUB CONTACTS
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MEMBERS BENEFITS
Fitness on the Park
(Anne Lang SAMA member)

CONTACTS
If you break a Club record, contact Ros
Lowe at
rrlowe@tpg.com.au

64 MacKinnon Parade, North Adelaide
5006. www.fitnessonthepark.com.au

If you change your address, phone no. or
email, contact David Bates at

Joining fee valued at $100 waived on gym
membership of 3, 6 or 12 months

david.bates@internode.on.net
Please send results to the editor at

Sportspower Glenelg

rmoyle@bigpond.net.au

Ph. 8295 1714

QUIZ ANSWERS

Zorich Group Sportspower Glenelg -

10% off store wide, excludes all sale items.

AIrbonne Independent Consultant (Sports
Nutrition) www.jennicotter.arbonne.com

1.
2.
3.
4.

$27 preferred sign up fee waived and receive
20% to 40% discount on all on –line products
jenni.yeomans@gmail.com
0418 890 054

5.
6.
7.

Because they may take “a fence”
A waist of money
A phew
At the South Pole where it is observing
neutrinos from the northern sky – using
the Earth as a filter.
Because they swallow their pride.
You will probably get hit by a car.
A Manila folder.

Scout Outdoor Centre & Annapurna
Outdoor Store
www.soc.com.au
10% discount on all purchases (quote
reference ZMA).
Matt Lovell (SAMA member)
athletic track_and_field@adam.com.au
10% discount on athletics equipment

SPONSOR
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